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Abstract
All levels of government rely on flood predictions and associated mapping, for planning,
development assessment and for flood mitigations works. But how certain is that
reliance and does it all fall apart in the aftermath of natural flood disasters? There has
been an alarming rate of rise in the number and magnitude of flood related class
actions, and also we have seen major Commission of Inquiries in Victoria and
Queensland after major flood events.
In these situations, every decision is scrutinised, modelling and mapping is questioned
so much turns on expert opinion, and the consequences can be enormous.
This paper will review some highly relevant case history, such as the action and
subsequent judgement arising from the 1990 Nyngan floods, Gartner v Kidmann and
Douglas v Bogan Shire Council. It will also discuss how local authorities were
generally successful in defending their flood management and planning strategies
during the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry.
Key relevant outcomes of the Floods Inquiry, in terms of ensuring adequate and legally
defendable planning schemes and underlying flood modelling and mapping, will be
summarised.
The status of several current and potential class actions such as Brisbane River 2011
flooding, Callide Creek / Dam flooding and Grantham flooding will summarised. Details
of how these class actions were instigated, what Courts and processes are involved,
and how these proceedings are being conducted will also be summarised.
The paper will explore the relationship between legal and expert scrutiny, and the
uncertainty of associated flood modelling and products, and the legal consequences of
not having a high level of scrutiny and certainty, and some general recommendations
on what processes may assist in reducing exposure to Court dismissal of current flood
models, and mapping and associated uncertainty resulting from such dismissal.
Keywords:
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Uncertainty.
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Introduction
Detailed flood mapping based on complex numerical flood models and modern GIS
mapping systems is a fundamental planning, development and regulatory tool that has
become a fundamental pillar of our Local Authority Planning Schemes and State
Planning Policies. Flood hazard overlays dictate where we can live, how we can
develop and how we can manage the level of flooding risk to people and property to an
acceptable level.
Figure 1 shows a typical flood depth and hazard map from the Moreton Bay Regional
Council Planning Scheme. The different levels of hazard dictate what land uses may be
appropriate for each zone, and also the risk to people.

Figure 1 Flood Depth and Hazard Map from Moreton Bay Regional Council
These maps are generally based on high precision LiDAR topographic surveys, and
maps are often to such detail as to convey the perception of a high level of accuracy for
the flood levels and hazard details. But are these maps accurate, and how is our
reliance on them tested in the aftermath of natural flood disasters such as the Brisbane
and Pine River floods of 2011, the Bundaberg floods of 2013, and the Callide Valley
floods of 2015.
Flood models, flood engineers and regulatory authorities are being subjected to
increasing levels of scrutiny in these circumstances, and a major factor in this is the
alarming rate of rise in the number and magnitude of flood related class actions. We
have also seen Commissions of Inquiry after major flood events, in Victoria and
Queensland, including the recent Grantham Inquiry.
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This paper investigates the nature and degree of scrutiny being applied in class actions
and Inquiries, summarises important findings from these Inquiries, in terms of
recommendations for mapping and planning schemes, reviews, the current status of
several class actions that are underway, reviews relevant case history and associated
legal principles and precedents, and then explores the relationship between legal and
expert scrutiny and legal consequences.
Finally, the paper provides some recommendations on what processes may assist in
limiting local and State Government exposure to risk in class actions.

The Role of the Flood Expert
The need for development of land for urban and related purposes continues to grow,
and it would be unrealistic to expect that such development would be totally excluded
from land in flood-affected areas. Given current development philosophy and design,
such exclusion would arguably involve an unwarranted waste of development potential.
Nevertheless, such development requires sound assessment of the effect of flooding
on land which is susceptible to this hazard. Such flood analysis is instrumental in
determining the suitability and form of development.
As in many areas of expertise, flood analysis has been significantly enhanced by
technical advances in data collection and computer modelling. The vast improvement
in data collection relating to topography and rainfall, and applicable statistical
techniques, has allowed for the development of predictive modelling to a level of
precision not seen before. Increased computational power together with enhanced
statistical analysis has produced ‘finer scale’ and accuracy in flood analysis.
Nowhere is the role of the flood expert more critical than in the determination of the
appropriateness of development in flood prone land in the adversarial context of a
planning dispute, particularly one which ultimately may need to be resolved by a
planning court or tribunal which is required to make findings in respect of evidence
given by competing flood experts.
Just as there have been significant advances in the technical tools available to flood
experts, so has there been a significant evolution of the dispute resolution and
determination processes in terms of how expert evidence is used.
It is helpful to draw on the history and experience of the Queensland Planning and
Environment Court. Since its inception in 1990, the Planning and Environment Court
previously known as the Local Government Court, has presided over an evolution of
the way in which expert evidence is managed and received. The rules of court for
example squarely identify the requirement for experts to act independently regardless
of the client’s retainer and that expert opinion provided to the court and is to be
formulated without the influence from a client. At the same time the court has
encouraged and directed that the involvement of experts in the earliest opportunity in a
proceeding to meet and collaborate in the absence of their clients and legal advisors.
The consensus seems to be that this process has largely resulted in the timely
identification and refinement of issues, and the partial or complete resolution issues.
Most importantly the process of collaboration is seen to encourage and facilitate
superior outcomes. In many instances this process can produce solutions which are
the difference between approval or rejection of a proposal.
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As Judge Rackemann of the Planning and Environment Court of Queensland recently
observed that this process;
“... gives the expert’s time and space to form their opinions in a process of mutual peer
review, free from oversight or influence by the parties or their lawyers. This process
has:
a) virtually eliminated disputes about methodology (the experts, in consultation
generally agree upon methodology to be used in investigations, the date from
which is then common to them).
b) achieved a high degree of common ground with respect to the opinion evidence.
c) obtained the best from the combined experience of the two experts. There are a
number of cases in which experts have subsequently told me that they were better
informed as a consequence of the collaborative process and that the results of their
joint endeavours were more satisfactory than either of them could have achieved
individually.”
Corresponding with this increased involvement and responsibility in the process is a
more overt obligation to ensure and re-affirm the soundness of the expert opinion
evidence being produced. It is worthwhile to observe that every such expert can expect
to discharge their duties to the court in the knowledge that their expert evidence may at
some time in the future be subject to considerable scrutiny which goes to the relevant
factual assumptions and the process of analysis and reasoning which lead to the final
expert opinions.
There is considerable downside for any expert who lacks the competence or
preparation to effectively participate in the process. For an expert who is not up to the
task, it is perhaps fortunate that that person is required to engage in extensive early
interaction with his opposing expert, and therefore avoid the professionally
embarrassing and potentially career limiting consequences of effective cross
examination in a public court hearing.
Unfortunately, the occasional failure of experts to discharge their duties appropriately,
has given rise to a suggestion, although embryonic at this time, that first-time expert
witnesses should perhaps undertake training in relation to the preparation and
provision of expert evidence. For many seasoned witnesses this may seem something
of an overkill and not surprisingly the idea has gained little currency at this time. If
nothing else, it simply reinforces the absolute importance of the role of the expert
witness, particularly in relation to this area of expertise, which has such an important
bearing on the issue of community safety and wellbeing.

Case History
In considering the role of expert flood engineers in the litigation context, it is worthwhile
to briefly look at the changing approach to and use of experts in the in court
proceedings.
It is almost trite to say that the sophistication of technical engineering evidence in
relation to flood issues in planning and civil cases has increased dramatically since the
decision in the High Court decision of Gartner v Kidman back in 1962. Obviously, this
has been in no small part, due to the availability of increased computational power and
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refined methodology in flood estimation and qualitative assessment. Add to this the
ever increasing need for urban- related development in floodplain areas, then it is not
surprising that there has been a corresponding increase in the need for reliable
technical assessment and associated professional judgment.
As is well known to professional engineers working in this area of expertise, there can
be extended periods of time between major flood events. This can lead to complacency
and a drifting of priorities. Unfortunately, reality in the form of a severe and unexpected
natural hazard, can occur with little notice.
This was the case with the flood that occurred in the Bogan River Catchment, upstream
of Nyngan in April 1990. Rainfall events of an intensity and duration not previously
recorded with a recurrence interval of somewhere between 1-200 to 1-350 years
resulted in the flooding of the Bogan River at Nyngan at heights never before recorded.
Flood protection in the form of a permanent levee bank had been constructed by the
Bogan Shire Council back in 1981 based on the highest known flood which occurred in
1976. The 1976 flood was recorded at the river gauge height at approximately 4.2
metres, the 1990 flood gave a river gauge height of 5.2 metres.
The result of this level of flooding was that the whole of the township of Nyngan was
flooded with millions of dollars of damage being done. In an action commenced in 1993
(Douglas & Ors v Bogan Shire Council and Water Administration Ministerial
Corporation) 700 residents and property owners sued the Council and the State
controlled corporation.
As the case report reveals, all parties engaged experts within the hydrological
engineering discipline and the court directed that the experts meet with an independent
chairman with the aim of producing for the court a report that was to cover any issues
of a technical nature which were the subject of disagreement and at the same time
providing details of the opposing views of the experts. All experts signed off on the final
report which went into evidence. The court acknowledged that this process significantly
reduced the amount of time which would have otherwise been spent in dealing with this
important and extensive technical debate. The results of the technical assessment
were instrumental in allowing the court to reach a decision which on this occasion
favoured the defendants.

Figure 2 Nyngan Floods 1990
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This exercise in the 1990s was truly a portent of the future in terms of the ever
increasing importance of expert evidence. Any number of planning and civil cases
involving flooding issues that have occurred over the last three decades has seen an
ever increasing reliance on more sophisticated expert testimony. It is now an integral
part of such litigation that such expert evidence is invariably the consequence of careful
research, investigation, collation and ultimately collaboration through the joint expert
process. The success of this process is as much a reflection of the quality of the
participants as it is of the system which manages it. A point in time has been reached
where a claimant who does not call expert evidence in a case involving the impact of
flooding, to prove the technical basis of the claim and the causal connection with the
quantum of damages claimed, has little or no prospect of succeeding in the action. This
seemed to be the case in a relatively recent decision of the Supreme Court of
Queensland in a civil case in 2010 (Jackson v Redcliffe City Council [2010] QSC 206).
Of even greater significance to professional engineers giving evidence in litigious
matters, is the rise of class actions by which large numbers or classes of claimants
prosecute claims in the various jurisdictions of the Australian legal system.
Representative actions or ‘class actions’ as they are sometimes generically referred to,
started to emerge in Australia with the introduction of changes to the federal court in
the early 1990s. Whereas the Nyngan case in the New South Wales Supreme Court
did involve 700 claimants, more recent class actions, most notably the one involving
Brisbane and Ipswich flood victims against the Queensland Government and its two
water authorities involves over 5,500 claimants. For reasons peculiar to the different
rules in the different jurisdictions within our federal system, this claim was instituted in
the New South Wales Supreme Court.
Not only do these modern day ‘class actions’ involve staggering numbers of claimants
but they look to prosecute enormous monetary claims. Recently such a lawsuit relating
to the 2009 Kilmore East – Kinglake bushfires in Victoria involving a class action on
behalf of 10,000 survivors was settled in 2014 with a payout of $500 million.
The sheer size of this type of litigation in terms of the resources that are needed to
prosecute and defend the actions, is one thing. The implications for society are
perhaps even greater. Litigation funding is a burgeoning industry as large litigation
firms become more prepared to conduct litigation on such a significant scale.
It probably self-evident that any expert witness giving evidence in litigation involving
claims arising out of a major flooding episode such as occurred in Brisbane in 2011,
carries an enormous responsibility if for no other reason but the sheer magnitude of the
litigation and its consequences.
It perhaps therefore timely to note the comments made by Engineers Australia in its
comments on the Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry Final Report in the
following terms:
“...none of the technical aspects of the flood estimation and management system are
certain and this uncertainty must be part of a management system. In addition, every
flood is different with a wide range of conditions causing floods. We also have to
recognise that climate is subject to long term viability, what might have occurred in the
last 50 years or so may not be representative of the climate in the next 50 years. This
uncertainty exists even without human impacts on climate, and the uncertainty is then
further compounded by human impacts on climate.
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While engineering analysis of floods has improved over the years, and hydrology and
hydraulic modelling has become more reliable and advanced, performance of these
models depends on the completeness and accuracy of input data as well as a range of
other factors such as calibration, which may be hard to interpret. As a result,
operational processes and design flood assessments will only be as accurate as the
data that has been used to inform the models.”
It is in this context that the interpretive judgment of the experienced flood engineer
must be properly acknowledged and promoted.

Key Floodplain Management Outcomes of the Queensland Floods
Commission of Inquiry into the 2011 floods
Selected key relevant recommendations are summarised as follows:
• 2-2; a completely new comprehensive flood study for the Brisbane River catchment
should be completed (noting this study is nearing completion and should be
finalised this year).
•

2-4; a recent flood study should be available for use in floodplain management for
every urban area in Queensland.

•

2-7; Councils should maintain up to date flood information.

•

2-9; Elected representatives from Councils should be informed of the results of
each flood study and consider the ramifications for land planning and emergency
management.

•

7-16; State Government or Councils should include assessment criteria in planning
controls that require for works in a floodplain:
o no reduction in on site flood storage
o do not result in changes in flood behaviour
o do not change flood characteristics that would result in loss of flood storage,
changes to flow paths, acceleration on retardation of flow, or a reduction in flood
warning times.

•

8-1; Councils should maintain flood maps and overland flow path maps, and for
urban areas, these maps should be based on hydraulic modelling. Figure 2 shows
flooding in Ipswich from the 2011 floods.
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Figure 3 Ipswich 2011 Flooding
Despite these recommendations being implemented, or being in the process of being
implemented, a class action was launched by Maurice Blackburn in July 2014 with
currently 5500 people being part of this action.

Status of Current Class Actions in Queensland in Relation to Flooding
Brisbane River Class Action
Despite being launched in July 2014 in the New South Wales Supreme Court, in
November 2014 the Sydney Court struck out the original claim and asked for a new
submission. The class action alleges that the dam engineers let the dam level become
too high and were then forced to release too much water, which significantly
contributed to the flood. Because of the Courts decision, the court hearing has been
delayed into 2017.
Clearly, flood modelling and mapping of river flooding from release scenarios is under
heavy scrutiny in this action.
Callide Valley and Biloela Flooding
In May 2015, Maddens Lawyers issued proceedings in the Victorian Supreme Court
against SunWater Limited in relation to damages arising out of the February 2015
floods, with allegations that the damage was caused by uncontrolled releases from
Callide Dam that could have been avoided.
In June 2015, the Inspector General Emergency Management released the findings of
an independent review including hydrologic modelling and assessments by BMT WBM
Pty Ltd that found no evidence that the dam was not operated in accordance with the
operational rules; however these were 13 recommendations for improvements.
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In February 2016, the class action was dropped as it was determined that they did not
have enough chance of success. This decision was likely influenced by the findings of
compliance with the dam operations manual. Operational changes are being reviewed.
Despite the class action being dropped, the dam operation was placed under a high
level of scrutiny, and the State was put to the task to undertake detailed independent
review. An outcome of this process is new flood modelling and mapping for Callide
Valley and Biloela.

Figure 4 Callide Dam Gate Release
Grantham Flooding
A class action over Grantham flooding in 2011 was first noted in early 2012, after flood
victim frustration over the findings of the Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry. In
March 2015, law firm Maddens announced that a class action flagged a potential class
action, with the influence of a man-made quarry wall collapse distorting the flood flow.
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Figure 5 Grantham Flooding 2011
In May 2015, a new Grantham Floods Commission of Inquiry was commenced, and a
final report of October 2015 found that the quarry played a minimal insignificant part in
the flooding, and that because of unexpected nature of the flood, the speed of its onset
and the state of knowledge at the time, nobody could have done anything.
Since the 2011 flood, new comprehensive flood modelling and mapping has been
prepared for Lockyer Creek, including Grantham.

Deception Bay Rail Corridor
On 21 May 2015, Maddens Lawyers issued proceedings against Theiss Pty Ltd,
alleging flooding from the 1 May 2015 flood in Deception Bay was as a result of the
Moreton Bay Rail Link construction works which were well advanced at that time. Flood
mapping by the local authority was also questioned by residents.

Figure 6 Deception Bay Flooding, February 2015
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An independent investigation into the flooding was commissioned by the State
Government, and the SMEC report was completed in August 2015.
The action is still pending.

The Relationship between Legal and Expert Scrutiny
Expert Peer reviews have been used extensively in the past by Governments when
new flood studies are completed. However these reviews are highly technical in nature,
generally do not include final planning scheme GIS mapping (which is often done in
house by authorities), and do not include considerations of how they are used within
Planning Schemes and Flood Hazard Overlay Codes.
Class actions, damages actions and Inquiries, by their nature, need to consider these
additional factors, and, in the past, mapping, planning scheme provisions and
implementation of the new flood modelling has been found lacking when placed under
legal scrutiny.
The consequences to a local authority of having, for example, its flood mapping, found
by a court to be unreliable, are major and expose the authority to potential additional
actions.
In the case of the Brisbane River catchment floods of 2011, the Inquiry found that flood
modelling, mapping and planning was wanting in many areas of the State, and
subsequent flood study work has been to a level and standard never seen before in
Queensland, and in the interim, a number of temporary local planning instruments have
been required to fill the gap until this is completed.
Considering the standard applied to these studies, there will always be some
uncertainty with the results, due to limited historic record, changing topographic,
climate change and other factors, such as software changes (which in the past has in
some circumstances led to changes in flood level predictions solely due to the software
version change).
For these reasons, planning schemes need to in-build flexibility to allow for mapping
upgrades, whilst being able to withstand expert legal challenge in the meantime.
Figure 6 shows a flowchart of a suggested methodology for providing the additional
safeguards necessary in the current litigious environment.
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Figure 7 Suggested Flow Chart for New Flood Studies and Planning Scheme
Implementation

Conclusions
Key conclusions reached in the paper are as follows:
1. Flood engineers are under an increasing level of scrutiny for their work, driven
by natural flood disasters and the rise in class actions.
2. Local authorities can take appropriate steps to limit their exposure to actions,
through thorough flood management, flood modelling and mapping, and in their
planning strategies.
3. Class Actions and Commissions of Inquiry processes can be very expensive
and can affect floodplain planning for up to 10 years whilst they are conducted,
hence, investment in best practice flood studies, mapping and planning scheme
implementation is a very good investment, in safeguarding against such actions
and adverse Inquiry outcomes.
4. Whilst expert technical peer review of flood studies has been traditionally used
for new studies, more detailed scrutiny of flood mapping and planning scheme
implementations is required, including input to the initial study brief, and a
review of GIS mapping and planning scheme provisions relating to
implementing the new work.
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